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The desserts were made very delicately. 

 

“Placed on the plate, they looked like blossoming hibiscus flowers. One look and one could tell that they 

were very delicious. ” 

 

Ye Zao smiled and picked up a piece of dessert. “That’s more like it.” 

 

“But the next second, the smile on his face froze at the corner of his mouth. ” 

 

Because this dessert only looked good. 

 

It was not sweet at all! 

 

“How is this not sweet?”Ye Zhuo looked at Cen Shaoqing. 

 

“Cen Shaoqing twirled the Buddha bead. “You can’t eat sweet anymore. You’re a doctor. You should 

know more about the dangers of eating sugar than I do, right?” ” 

 

Things that go too far will always turn against each other. 

 

Everything should be done in moderation. 

 

“If the human body consumed too much sugar, it would cause many diseases. ” 



 

“Ye Zhuo frowned slightly and finished the remaining ‘dessert’. Then he said, “Reach out and pinch it for 

me.” ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing reached out his hand that was holding the Buddha bead. 

 

Ye Zao pinched it hard. 

 

“”Ouch! It Hurts!”Cen Shaoqing sucked in a breath of cold air. “Leader, you really pinched it!” ” 

 

“What do you think!”Ye Zao raised his eyebrows slightly. 

 

“Cen Shaoqing’s thin lips curved slightly. “Leader, as long as you’re happy.” ” 

 

The two of them played around for a while before Cen Shaoqing got up and went to the bathroom. 

 

Ye Zao looked at the clouds outside the window and suddenly felt a little sleepy. 

 

“In order to go to the grassland to play, Ye Zao had been staying up almost every day to do experiments. 

” 

 

“Therefore, when Cen Shaoqing came back from the bathroom, ye Zao had already placed one hand on 

his head and leaned against the window to sleep. ” 

 

“Seeing this scene, a faint smile slowly appeared on Cen Shaoqing’s face. ” 

 

It was warm and affectionate. 

 

“After standing for a while, Cen Shaoqing walked to ye Zao’s side, bent slightly, picked her up, carried 

her to the lounge, and gently placed her on the bed. ” 



 

“His movements were gentle, as if he was afraid that he would accidentally wake her up. ” 

 

“In a flash, Cen Shaoqing picked up the thin blanket and covered her. ” 

 

Ye Zao’s breathing was shallow. The contrast between the way he slept and when he was awake was 

quite big. 

 

Cen Shaoqing also felt a little sleepy as he watched. He gently laid beside her and slowly fell asleep. 

 

Six hours. It was neither long nor short. 

 

“It was already five hours later when ye Zhuo woke up again. When she opened her eyes, she saw the 

man lying beside her. ” 

 

The man seemed to be in a deep sleep. He did not even realize that she had woken up. 

 

Ye Zhuo looked at him quietly. 

 

“His eyelashes were very long and thicker than a girl’s. From the looks of it, he looked like an eyelash 

demon. ” 

 

Under the High Bridge of his nose was a thin lips that were as thin as paper. It was almost pursed into a 

line. 

 

His skin was very white and contrasted with the Little Red Mole at the end of his eyes. It was so red that 

it was almost flirtatious. It also added a bit of coldness to his appearance. 

 

“Even ye Zao, who was used to big scenes, could not help but be a little surprised when he saw him. ” 

 



Why was a grown man so good-looking? 

 

“Looking at the curly and thick long eyelashes, ye Zao could not help but reach out to touch them. His 

eyelashes gently swept across his fingertips, slightly itchy. ” 

 

“The next second, the man who was sleeping soundly also woke up at this time. ” 

 

He opened his eyes. His eyes were so deep that one could not see the bottom. They were so dark that 

they were heavy. There was no drowsiness of a person who had just woken up. It was as if they were 

going to suck him in. 

 

“The next second, the back of Ye Zao’s head was held by a large hand. Then, his red lips were blocked by 

someone. The faint smell of tobacco entered his nose through every orifice. ” 

 

Ye Zao was a little confused. 

 

“She did not expect this person to suddenly wake up, nor did she expect him to suddenly make such a 

move. ” 

 

“At that moment, CEN Shaoqing was like a ferocious beast that was hunting! ” 

 

“Just when Ye Zao was in a daze, Cen Shaoqing had already pried open her teeth and attacked the city. 

The positions of the two of them also changed. From lying on the side, it became her down and him up. 

” 

 

The temperature gradually rose. 

 

“As if sensing something pressing against her waist, ye Zao’s face turned red. ” 

 

“The previous few times, Cen Shaoqing had put his phone in his pocket to fool her. However, Ye Zao was 

a medical student after all. With such a clear feeling, if she still did not know anything, then all her 

medical skills would have been wasted. ” 



 

“Moreover, under the influence of Old Mrs. Cen, she had read a lot of romance novels during this period 

of time. Although she had never eaten pork, she had seen pigs run. ” 

 

“At this moment, a sharp pain suddenly came from her lips. ” 

 

“Then, a low and hoarse voice came from beside her ear. His lips fell on her ear and were burning hot. 

“What are you thinking about? Can’t you focus more when you kiss?” ” 

 

“Thinking of what he had thought of, especially the feeling at his waist, ye Zhuo’s face became even 

redder. His heart was beating fast. He reached out and pushed Cen Shaoqing away. “I need to go to the 

bathroom.” ” 
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“Cen Shaoqing looked at her back and slightly raised his eyebrows. In a flash, he walked to the bathroom 

on the other side. ” 

 

“Ye Zao came to the bathroom and stood in front of the sink. He washed his face with cold water and 

only then did he wake up a little. However, the burning sensation on his face was still there. ” 

 

“Looking at himself in the mirror, ye Zao suddenly felt that he was quite useless. ” 

 

“Having lived for two lifetimes, what kind of grand scene had she not seen before? ” 

 

How could she be at a disadvantage in such a matter? 

 

Ye Zhuo scratched her hair and left the bathroom ten minutes later. 

 



“When she came out of the bathroom, Cen Shaoqing had not come out yet. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing only came out after about thirty minutes. 

 

He held a string of Buddhist beads in his hand and walked over slowly in his plain clothes. He was like a 

handsome young master who had walked out of an oil painting in the Republic of China. 

 

It was as if everything that had just happened was just an illusion. 

 

He was 1.93 meters tall and looked a little oppressive. 

 

“Ye Zhuo raised his head and looked at him. He raised his eyebrows slightly and said, “Don’t you look a 

little like that?” ” 

 

“Cen Shaoqing curved his lips slightly. “Thank You for your compliment, Madam.” ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo looked out of the window and continued, “When will we arrive?” ” 

 

“”About twenty minutes more,”Cen Shaoqing answered. ” 

 

“”Okay,”ye Zhuo continued, “The Yueyue family also has an airport. We can just park at their house.” ” 

 

“Unlike Beijing, the grassland was vast. Even ten airports wouldn’t be a problem, let alone one. ” 

 

“Okay.”Cen Shaoqing nodded slightly. 

 

“Not long after, the plane arrived at the Li family’s private airport. ” 

 

“Because there was only one plane, the Li family’s airport wasn’t as big as they had imagined. ” 



 

“The moment the two of them got off the plane, Li Yueyue came over to greet them. “Zhuoluo!” ” 

 

“Yueyue.” 

 

The two young girls hugged each other. 

 

“After a while, Li Yueyue released ye Zhuoluo and greeted Cen Shaoqing who was standing behind ye 

Zhuoluo. “CEN Fifth Master.” ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing nodded slightly. 

 

“Li Yueyue continued, “Oh right, Great Zao, Fifth Master, let me introduce you. This is my father, and 

this is my mother.” ” 

 

“Father Li was tall, about 1.8 meters tall, and his face was full of muscles. One look and you could tell 

that he was not someone to be trifled with. At this moment, his face was filled with smiles. “Miss Ye, 

Cen Fifth Master!” ” 

 

“Unlike mother Li’s boorish behavior, mother Li was gentle and careful. With a height of 1.58 meters, 

standing together with Father Li, who was like a mountain, they were two extremes. ” 

 

“Li Yueyue’s appearance inherited her mother’s gentleness, and her height inherited her father’s. ” 

 

The two of them combined to learn from each other’s strengths and make up for each other’s 

weaknesses. It was incomparably perfect. 

 

“Uncle Li. Auntie Li.”Ye Zhuo greeted politely. 

 

“”Miss Ye, Master Wu, please get on the car.” ” 

 



“Although the airport was not big, it was still a little far from the Li family’s big villa. To go from the 

airport, one had to drive. ” 

 

“That’s right, they had to drive. ” 

 

“The winter on the grasslands was very cold. The snow was 40-50 centimeters deep. Other means of 

transportation could not travel together, so they had to use sleds. ” 

 

The ones pulling the sleds were a group of Huskies. 

 

“The Huskies on the grasslands and the grassland wolves were close relatives. Their bodies were snow-

white, and they looked mighty and domineering. ” 

 

“Li Yueyue smiled and said, “Da Zhuolao, you and master five will take the one in front, and we’ll take 

the one in the back.” ” 

 

This was ye Zao’s first time making a sleigh. He felt a little curious and worried. “Can they really pull the 

two of us?” 

 

“Li yueyue nodded and said, “Don’t worry, they can definitely pull us! We often sit in them. Even if there 

are two of you, it won’t be a big problem, let alone the two of you.” ” 

 

“Hearing Li Yueyue’s words, Ye Zao sat in the back seat of the sleigh with ease. ” 

 

Li Yueyue brought a fluffy scarf to ye Zao. “The wind is strong on the prairie. Put this on first.” 

 

“Okay.”Ye Zao nodded slightly. 

 

“Li Yueyue continued, “Does fifth master need it?” ” 

 

“”It’s okay. He has a special constitution and is not afraid of the cold,”ye Zao said. ” 



 

“Okay.”Li Yueyue nodded. “Let’s go back first.” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

The few of them sat on the sleigh. 

 

The Coachman raised his whip and drove the Huskies forward. 

 

“”Distinguished guests, sit tight!” ” 

 

“The next second, the sleigh flew out at lightning speed and skidded quickly in the snow. ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo said in surprise, “I didn’t expect these Huskies to be so powerful.” ” 

 

“CEN Shaoqing said, “Huskies are originally sleigh dogs. It’s just that they were fired badly two years ago, 

so they were treated as pet dogs.” ” 

 

Ye Zhuo nodded slightly. 

 

“Not long after, they arrived at the Li family home. ” 

 

The Li family’s large villa was built in an imposing manner. 

 

“Seeing that the Li family’s parents had returned, the butler immediately came out to welcome them. 

“Sir and Madam, you’re back.” ” 

 

Father Li nodded. “These two are Miss Ye and CEN fifth master. Have the guest rooms been prepared?” 

 



“”They’re all prepared. Don’t worry.”The butler continued, “Oh right, sir, Miss Shuyi is here.” ” 

 

“Li yueyue frowned and whispered, “What is she doing here?” ” 
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The Miss Shuyi mentioned by the housekeeper was the only daughter of Li Yueyue’s second uncle’s 

family. 

 

“She was also Li Yueyue’s cousin, Li Shuyi. ” 

 

“Li Yueyue’s second uncle had been developing abroad, and his wife was also from C Nation. ” 

 

“Li Shuyi was 29 years old this year, and she had been living abroad until recently. Because she had 

grown up abroad and was a beautiful mixed-race woman, Li Shuyi had always looked down on the 

native Li Yueyue. ” 

 

She felt that she was superior to others. 

 

“Li Yueyue was not a person who would stick a warm face to a cold butt, so she had never liked Li Shuyi 

very much. ” 

 

The two sisters looked down on each other. 

 

“Therefore, when she heard the words ‘Miss Shuyi’, Li Yueyue’s expression did not look good. ” 

 

It was even a little ugly. 

 



“Seeing Li Yueyue like this, father li said, “Yueyue, how dare you speak Like That! Shuyi is your cousin!” ” 

 

Li Yueyue stuck her tongue out at father Li. “Does she look like an elder sister?” 

 

“After saying that, father Li turned to look at ye Zhuo and Cen Shaoqing. “I’m sorry for making a fool out 

of the two of you.” ” 

 

“Although father Li was the richest man on the grassland, and he was also a burly man, he always felt a 

sense of oppression in front of Cen Shaoqing. ” 

 

Everyone in the Underworld knew Cen Fifth Master? 

 

“However, before this, Cen Shaoqing had always been elusive. Although he had a cooperative 

relationship with the CEN Group, he had only heard of him and never seen him. ” 

 

This was the first time he had seen cen fifth master in person. 

 

Cen Shaoqing was a little different from what he had imagined. 

 

“He had thought that Cen Shaoqing was about the same age as him, or even a little older than him. ” 

 

“After all, CEN Shaoqing’s achievements were obvious. ” 

 

He did not expect Cen Shaoqing to be so young. 

 

He looked to be at most twenty-five or twenty-six years old. 

 

What made father Li even more surprised was that his daughter’s classmate was the famous Miss Ye. He 

also did not expect that Miss Ye’s boyfriend was Cen Wuye! 

 



These two people were handsome and beautiful. They were a perfect match when they walked 

together. 

 

They were practically a pair of immortals! 

 

“No worries.”Cen Shaoqing’s thin lips parted slightly. 

 

“In front of outsiders, he had never spoken much. ” 

 

“The more he acted like this, the more nervous father Li became. The weather on the prairie was 

obviously not to be provoked, but father Li was drenched in cold sweat. ” 

 

“This feeling was very strange, almost involuntarily. ” 

 

“At this moment, as they were about to pass a step, father li immediately reminded, “Fifth master, be 

careful of the step.” ” 

 

“At this moment, a tall and slender young woman with three-dimensional facial features and good looks 

walked out from inside. “Little uncle, little aunt, you’re back.” ” 

 

“”Shuyi.”Father Li nodded and smiled as he introduced, “This is Yueyue’s university classmate, Miss Ye. 

This is Miss Ye’s boyfriend, Fifth Master Cen.” ” 

 

“Li Shuyi casually glanced at ye Zhuo and Cen Shaoqing, her eyes filled with disdain. ” 

 

Birds of a feather flock together. 

 

What kind of good friend could a person like Li Yueyue make? 

 

“Although Beijing University was one of the top universities in the country, it was not worth mentioning 

abroad. ” 



 

“If Li Yueyue was so amazing, why couldn’t she get into a top university in C Nation? ” 

 

Li Yueyue was just an ordinary nobody. Her friends might not even be as good as her. 

 

Such a person was not worth her greeting personally. 

 

Because she would lower herself! 

 

“”Uncle, I originally wanted to chat with you, but since you have an important guest at home, I Won’t 

disturb you anymore,”Li Shuyi said. “I’ll go back first.” ” 

 

“Father Li said, “Shuyi, aren’t you going to sit for a while?” ” 

 

“I’m not going to sit.” 

 

“After saying that, Li Shuyi turned around and left. She raised her head very high, looking like she was 

looking down on everything in the world. ” 

 

Li Yueyue looked at Li Shuyi’s back and angrily made a face. 

 

Isn’t it just one-fifth of a foreigner’s bloodline? 

 

What’s so great about it! 

 

Does she really think that she is superior to others? 

 

“Yueyue!”Father Li looked at Li Yueyue with a warning look in his eyes. 

 



“Father Li was a person with a very strong sense of tradition. Although Li Shuyi had some small 

shortcomings, Li Yueyue was her younger sister. No matter what, her younger sister had to respect her 

older sister. ” 

 

He could not stand Li Yueyue’s transgressions. 

 

“What Li Shuyi did was wrong. With her parents in charge, it was not up to Li Yueyue, her cousin, to 

judge her. ” 

 

“After receiving father Li’s warning, Li Yueyue retracted her gaze and held ye Zao’s wrist. “Da Zao Zao, 

let’s Go!” ” 

 

“Father Li turned to Cen Shaoqing again. “CEN fifth master, I’m really sorry.” ” 

 

“Cen Shaoqing’s expression was extremely indifferent. He said the same words, “It’s alright.” ” 

 

“Father Li raised his head to look at Cen Shaoqing. He swallowed nervously and continued, “Fifth 

master, let’s go inside. The ground is a little slippery. Be careful.” ” 
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Cen Shaoqing nodded slightly. 

 

The few of them walked towards the main hall together. 

 

The hall was very large. 

 

“The decorations were very characteristic of the famous clans. Carved decorations could be seen 

everywhere, as well as decorations representing the famous clans of the prairie. ” 



 

The hall was filled with mahogany furniture. 

 

The room was warm like spring. 

 

“Father Li asked the butler to serve the best tea. He raised the cup and looked at Cen Shaoqing. “Fifth 

Master, my house is simple and crude. I’ve made you and Miss ye suffer.” ” 

 

Li Yueyue looked at her father in shock. She could not close her mouth for a long time. 

 

She never knew that Father Li had such a ‘cultural’side. 

 

“Was this still her father who drank a lot of wine and ate a lot of meat, and kept saying ‘father’, ‘f * ck’, 

and ‘Scram’? ” 

 

“At this moment, Li Yueyue even thought that she was hallucinating. ” 

 

It was the first time she had seen such a magical scene. 

 

“After all, Father Li was the richest man on the prairie. No matter who saw him in the entire prairie, they 

had to be polite and courteous. However, father Li acted like a helpless primary school student in front 

of Cen Shaoqing. ” 

 

Mother Li seemed to have changed a lot as well. 

 

Li Yueyue used to think that CEN fifth master was just a form of address. 

 

Only now did she completely understand the horror of CEN fifth master. 

 



“After accompanying Cen Shaoqing to have some tea in the main hall, father Li brought Cen Shaoqing to 

the backyard. ” 

 

It snowed almost every day in winter on the prairie. 

 

“Although the backyard was cleaned, the yard was still a vast expanse of white. ” 

 

“A red plum tree was blooming in the wind, adding some color to the small yard. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing observed the environment of the small courtyard without batting an eyelid. 

 

He thought that ye Zhuo would definitely like this place very much. 

 

“Father Li continued, “Fifth master, this is the place for you and Miss Ye to stay. This side is your room, 

and this side is Miss Ye’s room. If you have any needs, just tell us or the housekeeper directly.” ” 

 

“Father Li was very nervous now, afraid that he might neglect CEN Shaoqing. ” 

 

Father Li had never been so nervous. 

 

This was a real master! 

 

“If he offended Cen Shaoqing, then his good days would come to an end. ” 

 

“Therefore, when he learned that ye Zhuo and Cen Shaoqing were going to stay at home for a few days, 

father Li was worried and afraid. Ever since he heard the news, he had not slept well at night. ” 

 

“Okay.”Cen Shaoqing nodded slightly. 

 

“Then you should rest first. I Won’t disturb you anymore.”Father Li returned to the main hall. 



 

“Seeing father Li return, mother li asked, “Has fifth master Cen been arranged?” ” 

 

“Everything has been arranged.”Father Li nodded. 

 

“After saying that, father Li looked in the direction of the backyard and said with a sigh, “I didn’t expect 

fifth master Cen to be so young! From the looks of it, he’s at most twenty-five or twenty-six years old!” ” 

 

“”That can’t be right.”Mother li frowned and continued, “I heard from Yueyue that fifth master Cen is 

about eleven or twelve years older than Miss Ye. He shouldn’t be only twenty-five or twenty-six this 

year, right?” ” 

 

“Mother Li was a meticulous person. Although Li Yueyue had said it once, she still remembered it. ” 

 

“Father Li wiped the cold sweat on his forehead. “I really didn’t see it. I thought he was only twenty-five 

or twenty-six years old! However, even if he’s eleven or twelve years older than Miss Ye, it’s not 

simple!” ” 

 

The Cen family had only flourished in Cen Shaoqing’s hands. 

 

“Before this, the CEN family was just a very ordinary wealthy family. ” 

 

“Mother Li looked at father Li, who was constantly wiping his sweat. “The weather isn’t hot. Why are 

you sweating all over? Did you steal something?” ” 

 

“Father Li said, “You scared me! Although CEN fifth master didn’t say anything, I just panicked.”Father Li 

couldn’t describe the feeling he had. He only knew that he was very afraid. ” 

 

“In front of Cen Shaoqing, he had to think for a long time about every word he said. ” 

 

He was afraid that he had said something wrong. 



 

“This was clearly the Li family’s villa, but father Li felt that when he arrived at the Cen family’s manor, he 

had become the one living under someone else’s roof. ” 

 

“If it were any other time, mother Li would have mercilessly mocked father Li, saying that Father Li had 

grown so big, but she didn’t do it today because she saw that Cen Shaoqing was also a little petrified. ” 

 

She did not even dare to look CEN Shaoqing in the eye. 

 

“Cen Shaoqing clearly had a smile on his face, but it always made people feel pressured. ” 

 

“Mother Li continued, “Miss Ye is really too amazing!” ” 

 

“Putting aside ye Zhuo’s ability, just the fact that she could control CEN Shaoqing was already very 

amazing! ” 

 

“If it were anyone else, it would really be difficult for them. ” 

 

“Father Li said, “If she’s not amazing, can she build an aircraft carrier? Our Yueyue is also very lucky to 

be able to be classmates with Miss Ye!”To be able to become classmates and good friends with Ye Zhuo 

was simply three lifetimes of luck. ” 
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This was a blessing that others couldn’t even hope for. 

 

“Mother Li smiled and said, “Not just classmates, I heard that they’re roommates too.” ” 

 



“”Is that so?”Father Li didn’t know much about Li Yueyue’s roommates. It was said that girls avoided 

their fathers. Usually, it was mother Li who had more contact with Li Yueyue. ” 

 

“Of course it’s true!”Mother Li nodded. 

 

“Father Li suddenly remembered something and continued, “By the way, why did Shuyi come to us just 

now?” ” 

 

“”I’m not sure.”Mother Li shook her head. “Who cares about her? If she comes, we will greet her with a 

smile. If she goes, we will greet her with a smile as long as we don’t lose our manners.” ” 

 

“Mother Li also didn’t like Li Shuyi, her eldest niece. ” 

 

Because Li Shuyi was too arrogant. 

 

Although Li Shuyi was indeed capable. 

 

“But even if she was capable, she could not be so arrogant! ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo was much more powerful than Li Shuyi, but ye Zhuo was not arrogant at all. ” 

 

“The pot of water did not make a sound, and half the pot of water jingled. ” 

 

“After that.., mother Li continued, “It’s not our Yueyue’s fault for not getting along well with Shuyi. Look 

at her just now, she was so overbearing! It was as if she was the president of C Nation! She was simply 

uncultured! I wonder how second brother and second sister-in-law usually teach her! Fortunately, Miss 

Ye and Cen Fifth Master were unwilling to lower themselves to her level!” ” 

 

“If it were anyone else, even if they did not know who cen fifth master and Ye Zhuo were, they would at 

least greet them politely. ” 

 



“Li Shuyi, on the other hand, did not even say a word of courtesy. ” 

 

She simply did not take their uncle and aunt seriously. 

 

“After all, Cen Shaoqing and ye Zhuo were their guests. If Li Shuyi did not respect her guests, it meant 

that she did not respect them. ” 

 

“Father Li also knew that Li Shuyi’s attitude was a little bad, but he could not do anything about it. He 

was only Li Shuyi’s uncle, and he could not help his brother educate his niece, “She’s still someone else’s 

daughter, let her go! Anyway, others are poking at second brother’s backbone, not ours.” ” 

 

“Speaking up to this point, father li paused and continued, “The cultural education she received is also 

different from ours. Yueyin, don’t lower yourself to the level of a child.” ” 

 

“Mother Li said, “I can’t be bothered with your family’s troubles.” ” 

 

Father Li nodded carefully. 

 

“Just then, mother Li seemed to have thought of something and continued, “I heard that your mother is 

coming back.” ” 

 

“”What?”Hearing this news, Father Li was also greatly troubled. ” 

 

The old lady of the Li family knew nothing but to torment people. 

 

“Back then, because she opposed the marriage between Li Sanzhu and Fang Yueyin, she directly cut off 

the mother-child relationship with Li Sanzhu and then followed the second son of the Li family to live 

abroad. In the end, she even moved her household registration there, he became a new C Nation citizen. 

” 

 

“Later, an accident happened. Li Sanzhu made a windfall and started a breeding business. Only then did 

Old Lady Li take a good look at Li Sanzhu and Fang Yueyin. ” 



 

“However, it had been a long time since Old Lady Li had returned to the country. ” 

 

It had been four to five years since the last car had returned to the country. 

 

“Thinking back to the last time Old Lady Li had returned to the country, Li Sanzhu’s scalp still felt numb. ” 

 

“Although Old Lady Li was his biological mother, he still could not stand Old Lady Li. ” 

 

“Fang yueyin said, “I heard from second sister-in-law that old lady seems to be returning to the country 

to retire.” ” 

 

“”Retire to the country to retire?”Hearing this news, Li Sanzhu was immediately dumbfounded. ” 

 

“When Fang Yueyin saw Li Sanzhu like this.., he smiled and said, “I’m not even dumbfounded yet, but 

you’re dumbfounded first! “That’s your mother. Anyway, let me put it this way. I Won’t refuse to 

provide for your mother in her old age. It’s our children’s duty to provide for the elderly. She’s good and 

I’m good, but if your mother wants to do it when the time comes, Don’t blame me for being impolite!” ” 

 

“Fang Yueyin was not the kind of person who would be unreasonable. She was also someone else’s 

mother. In the future, she would also have to be someone else’s mother-in-law. Therefore, she wanted 

to set a good example for the children. ” 

 

She was determined not to be a negative example for the children. 

 

“Li Sanzhu was extremely touched by his wife’s understanding. He reached out and hugged Fang Yueyin. 

“Yueyin, thank you.” ” 

 

“Old Lady Li had done many outrageous things to Fang Yueyin previously. She had thought that after Old 

Lady Li brought up the matter of returning to the country to retire, Fang Yueyin would definitely not 

agree. She had not expected Fang Yueyin to agree! ” 

 



No wonder the ancient people said that one should marry a good wife. 

 

“”Don’t be in a hurry to thank me. Did you hear what I Said?”Fang Yueyin looked at Li Sanzhu and 

continued, “The prerequisite is that your mother doesn’t do it. If she does, don’t blame me for turning 

hostile and refusing to acknowledge her!” ” 

 

“Li sanzhu smiled and said, “Don’t worry about that. If she does it, I won’t be able to tolerate it, not to 

mention you.” ” 
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“Mm.”Fang Yueyin nodded. “As long as you know what you’re doing.” 

 

On the other side. 

 

Li Shuyi returned home. 

 

“Her mother, Linda, was sitting on the sofa, doing her nails. When she saw her return, she asked 

curiously, “Why are you back so soon? Have you told them what happened?” ” 

 

“Li Shuyi was Linda’s daughter, so the mother and daughter had the same temperament. ” 

 

Linda’s surname was Jones. 

 

Jones was a high-class surname in C nation. 

 

“Under normal circumstances, girls from high-class families would not marry outside. ” 

 



“Even if they married, they had to marry high. ” 

 

It was rare for someone like Linda to marry a Chinese who had nothing. 

 

“Therefore, Linda always felt that she had married low. ” 

 

She looked down on Li Erzhu and his relatives. 

 

“Because in the eyes of C Nation, China had always been a relatively backward country. ” 

 

“If it weren’t for Li Sanzhu, she would never have come to such a godforsaken place. ” 

 

There was nothing but cows and sheep. 

 

It was simply boring and uninteresting. 

 

“Hearing this, Li Shuyi said, “Not yet. When I went, they just happened to have a guest.” ” 

 

“”I see.”Linda nodded and continued, “Tell them about it as soon as possible so that John can be at 

ease.” ” 

 

“Li Shuyi frowned slightly and said, “What if Li Yueyue doesn’t agree?” ” 

 

“Linda was not worried about this at all. She snorted and continued, “To be able to marry a high-class 

family name of our Jones family, I don’t know how many lifetimes she has cultivated it. What’s there to 

be unhappy about?” ” 

 

“How many people wanted to marry into their family? They had no idea! Now that they had taken the 

initiative to mention this matter, Li Yueyue was secretly happy! How could she not agree? ” 

 



“Originally, Linda had also looked down on Li Yueyue. ” 

 

“The Jones family had the supreme ease in C nation. Unfortunately, in the past two years, the new king 

had been taking over. He had intentionally or unintentionally suppressed the Jones family and even 

monopolized the Jones family’s business with the royal family. ” 

 

“At the moment, the Jones family only looked good, but they had already been torn apart. ” 

 

“Li Sanzhu’s wealth had long passed 100 million, and Li Yueyue was the only daughter of the couple. Li 

Sanzhu had previously personally promised that if anyone married Li Yueyue, they would use half of the 

grassland as a dowry, and.., give 15% of the shares. ” 

 

“At the moment, the Jones family was greatly weakened, and Li Sanzhu was rich. As long as the two 

families were married, they would definitely be able to improve the situation of the Jones family. ” 

 

“Hearing this, Li Shuyi nodded. “You’re quite right.” ” 

 

“Linda placed the nail polish on the coffee table and said, “Go back tonight and try to settle this matter 

as soon as possible.” ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

“After saying this, Li Shuyi went back upstairs. ” 

 

On the other side. 

 

Changyue country. 

 

Time passed quickly. 

 

“In the blink of an eye, five days had passed. ” 



 

“During these five days, Shangguan Jue had been investigating the relationship between Ye Zhuo and 

Qiu Di. ” 

 

“In the end, he came to the conclusion that Qiu di was telling the truth. ” 

 

“First, Qiu di said that she had saved ye Zhuo once when she was a child. ” 

 

Ye Zao was just a little bit away from staying in the Qiu family as a servant. 

 

“Shangguan Jue personally went to investigate. Ye Zao, who was an orphan back then, did indeed have 

such an experience. ” 

 

“Second, Ye Han’s amnesia and changing his name were all done by Ye Zao himself. ” 

 

“Other than ye Zao, the only other person in changyue who had this ability was the great witch doctor. ” 

 

“But according to reliable information, the Great Witch Doctor’s soul had already returned to his 

hometown a few years ago. ” 

 

Therefore. 

 

“The only explanation was that ye Zhuo had predicted his own ending in advance. In order to prevent ye 

Han from being sad, he had changed ye Han’s memory and changed his name. ” 

 

“After having a direction, the great patriarch immediately called for a meeting of the other seven 

patriarchs. ” 

 

“Other than the three patriarchs, everyone else was very supportive of the Great Patriarch’s decision. ” 

 



They handed the information of the star-crossing case to Qiu Di and told her the password to the 

information of the star-crossing case. 

 

“The three clan leaders said, “I want to see him alive, and I want to see his corpse even if he dies! It’s 

said that the Great Witch Doctor is dead, but have any of you seen his corpse? In short, other than Miss 

Ye, I don’t recognize anyone as a female monarch!” ” 

 

Ye Zhuo was the first female monarch of the Chang Yue country. 

 

“Now, it was absolutely impossible for Qiu di to replace Ye Zhuo’s position. ” 

 

“The head patriarch stood up and said, “Second, I know what you mean, but Miss Ye has already gone. 

“Since autumn flute is someone whom miss ye entrusted to her, then she definitely has something 

extraordinary. We don’t believe in autumn flute, but we still have to believe in Miss Ye.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, the three patriarchs frowned and did not say anything. ” 
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“”Second clan leader, the minority will obey the majority. We have all agreed to give the information of 

the inter-star case to Qiu Di. You Shouldn’t…” ” 

 

“Before the fifth clan leader could finish his sentence, he was interrupted by the second clan leader. 

“How about this, we don’t have to tell her the password for now. We’ll talk about it on the day of the 

general election.” ” 

 

“The first clan leader weighed the pros and cons. After a moment, he nodded and said, “Alright, we’ll do 

as second brother says.” ” 

 

Qiu clan. 



 

“Ever since she personally went to the eight great clans, Qiu Di had been waiting for good news. ” 

 

“At this moment, the assistant reported, “Eldest miss, the great clan leaders of the eight great clans are 

here.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Qiu Di’s eyes lit up and he immediately said, “Quick…” ” 

 

“Halfway through his words, Qiu di seemed to have thought of something. He continued, “Tell him to 

wait for a while. Tell him that I’m busy.” ” 

 

“Okay.”The assistant nodded and turned to leave. 

 

The head chief was waiting outside. 

 

“At this moment, it was raining heavily. ” 

 

“The other guards were all walking back. Only Ye Han stood alone in the rain, not making a sound. ” 

 

He was like a statue. 

 

“Seeing this, the head chief frowned. ” 

 

“Although ye Han had a good physique, and the strong acid rain was corrosive, humans were not the 

natives of changyue, so it was okay to get caught in the strong acid rain once in a while, but if he got 

caught too often, it would affect his life. ” 

 

“At this moment, the assistant walked over, “Head chief, the eldest miss is busy now, please wait for a 

while. When the eldest miss is done, she will see you.” ” 

 



“”Alright, I’m not in a hurry.”The head chief continued, “It’s raining so heavily, why isn’t Captain Wu 

coming back to avoid it?” ” 

 

“At the mention of this question, the assistant lowered his voice and said, “Captain Wu is a very strange 

person. Usually, he only listens to the eldest miss. At this time, if the eldest miss doesn’t let him go back, 

he definitely won’t go back!” ” 

 

The eldest chief narrowed his eyes. “Then does he always do this? Or is it just once in a while?” 

 

“”Basically, he does this every time,”the assistant said. ” 

 

He always gets drenched in acid rain like this? 

 

“When Ye Zao was around, he didn’t treat ye Han Like This! ” 

 

“If autumn flute was really responsible for Ye Han, then he wouldn’t let ye Han get drenched in acid rain. 

” 

 

The eldest chief’s expression became more and more abnormal. 

 

Little did he know that the change in the expression of the head chief was all within Autumn Flute’s 

grasp. 

 

The reason why she dared to treat ye Han so brazenly was that she had a way to resolve it. 

 

“Not long after, the assistant walked over again, “Head Chief, the eldest miss wants you to enter.” ” 

 

“”Okay.”The head chief reacted and nodded slightly, following the footsteps of the assistant. ” 

 

“Not long after, they arrived at Autumn Flute’s office. ” 



 

“Qiu Di sat in front of his desk and pointed at a chair, “Head clan leader, sit.” ” 

 

“”Miss Qiu, I’m not here to sit today,”the head clan leader said. ” 

 

“Qiu di nodded and continued, “If there’s a problem, just say it.” ” 

 

“The head clan leader asked, “What’s wrong with Team Leader Ye? Why is he outside in the Rain?” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Qiu Di’s eyes were filled with loneliness, she sighed and said, “Speaking of this, I’m not 

willing to let ye Han be like this. After all, he was the only person that Sister Ye Zhuo could trust when 

she was alive. However, sister ye Zhuo specifically told him that leader Ye’s constitution was special. He 

must be drenched in strong acid rain to not remember the past.” ” 

 

“Qiu Di’s eyes gradually reddened as she continued, “Head chief, if you don’t believe me, you can call 

leader Ye in.” ” 

 

“So it was ye Zao who had specially instructed them. Hearing this, the anger on the head chief’s face 

disappeared a little. Then, he took out the star crossing table that he had long prepared. “Miss Qiu Di, 

this is the star crossing table. Please keep it well.” ” 

 

“Qiu Di was stunned. She pretended to be very surprised and said, “Head chief, what are you 

doing?”She had long known that the head chief would definitely personally send the star crossing table 

over. ” 

 

As expected! 

 

“The head chief continued, “Miss Qiu Di, you are Miss Ye’s entrusted person. Since Miss Ye has 

confirmed your identity, then we will not have any objections. The information on the star transference 

case should be kept by the future female sovereign. If I deliver it to you, it can be considered returning it 

to its original owner.” ” 

 



“Qiu Di was extremely pleased in her heart, but she did not show it on her face. She continued, “Then I 

thank the head chief for his trust.” ” 

 

“The great chief smiled and said, “Miss Qiu Di, I believe that you will be able to live up to Miss Ye’s 

Trust.” ” 

 

He was even more confident that ye Zhuo would not misjudge the person. 

 

“Thank you.”Qiu Di bowed to the great chief. 

 

“After the great chief left, Qiu Chang Zhen rushed over and said excitedly, “Di’er, Shangguan Zhi just 

came?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Qiu Di nodded. 

 

“Is he here to deliver the information of the star-crossing case?”Autumn town asked. 

 

Autumn flute nodded. 

 

“Autumn town continued, “Where is the information of the star-crossing case?” ” 

 

“Here.”Autumn flute handed the information of the star-crossing case to autumn town. 

 

“In the next second, the smile on autumn town’s face stiffened. “Why is there no password?” ” 

 

“Without the password, it meant that those old fellows of the eight great clans were still on guard 

against autumn flute. This was not a good thing for autumn flute. ” 

 

“Autumn flute slightly curved her lips, the corners of her mouth filled with a proud arc. “Father, don’t be 

anxious. None of those old fellows from the eight great clans can think of escaping from my grasp.”After 

she stabilized her position as the matriarch.., the first to be toppled was the eight great clans. ” 
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“To the current Qiu Di, the eight great clans were just stepping stones. ” 

 

“Once she ascended to the position of the female sovereign, there would be nothing left for the eight 

great clans to do? ” 

 

She wanted to destroy ye Zhuo’s power bit by bit. 

 

“Thinking of this, the corners of Qiu Di’s lips curled up. ” 

 

Just wait. 

 

“One day, she would personally break the prophecy and descend upon the world like a Phoenix, making 

the surname ‘Qiu’become the national surname of the state of Chang Yue. ” 

 

“Seeing Qiu di’s confidence, Qiu Changzhen heaved a sigh of relief and said with a smile, “Alright, Di’er, 

since you know what to do, I won’t say anymore.” ” 

 

“”Father, you don’t have to worry about these things,”Qiu di said. ” 

 

“Then what about the password?”Qiu Changzhen continued to ask. 

 

“If Qiu di did not know the password, then the rest of the road would not be easy. ” 

 



“Qiu Di narrowed his eyes and continued, “Father, you don’t have to worry. Since they took the initiative 

to send over the information of the trans-star case, it means that they have already acknowledged me 

as their future Queen!” ” 

 

Qiu Changzhen nodded. “Then I’ll go back first.” 

 

“I’ll send you off.”Qiu Di followed Qiu Changzhen’s footsteps. 

 

“When the two of them went out, it was still raining heavily outside. ” 

 

Ye Han stood outside. 

 

“Because he had been in the rain for a long time, his body was slightly trembling. ” 

 

“No matter how good ye Han’s physical quality was, he could not withstand such damage. ” 

 

“Seeing this scene, Qiu Changzhen turned around and looked at Qiu Di. “Di’er, is it really okay for 

Shangguan Jue to see how you treat him?” ” 

 

Qiu Di’s treatment of Ye Han was understandable. 

 

How did ye Han humiliate Qiu di back then? 

 

He ignored Qiu Di. 

 

“But now, Qiu Di still wanted to use ye Han. ” 

 

“If Shangguan Jue saw this scene, he would definitely be suspicious. ” 

 

“After all, Ye Han was ye Zhuo’s only younger brother in the Chang Yue Kingdom. ” 



 

“Although they were not related by blood, the brotherly affection between them was no less than that 

between real siblings. ” 

 

Qiu Di turned to look at Qiu Changzhen with a smile on his face. “Shangguan Jue has already met ye 

Han.” 

 

“Met him?”Qiu Changzhen was very shocked. 

 

“Yes.”Qiu Di nodded. 

 

“Qiu Changzhen continued to ask, “Then did he suspect anything?” ” 

 

“Qiu di said, “If he suspected something, would he have given me the information on the trans-star case 

so readily?” ” 

 

Qiu Changzhen nodded and once again sighed at Qiu Di’s brilliant methods. 

 

“Sure enough, it was the Yangtze River’s later waves that pushed forward the previous waves, and the 

later waves that smashed the previous waves to death on the beach. ” 

 

“Although he had been doing nothing all his life, his daughter was much more capable than him! ” 

 

“Qiu Changzhen turned to look at Qiu Di. “Alright di’er, let’s end it here! You go back and busy yourself. I 

Won’t keep you any longer.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Qiu di nodded and walked back. 

 

Qiu Chang Zhen boarded the aircraft. 

 



“Soon, the aircraft disappeared into the horizon. ” 

 

“In the strong acid rain, Ye Han just stood there like a tall pine tree, neither servile nor overbearing. ” 

 

“Two hours later, it was time for the shift change. ” 

 

“Ye Han came to the changing room drenched in moisture, intending to change his clothes. ” 

 

“Other than Ye Han, there was also a young guard captain who was changing his clothes in the changing 

room. ” 

 

“The guard captain saw ye Han come over and smiled. “Old Wu, you’re Off Work?” ” 

 

“En.”Ye Han nodded. 

 

“The guard captain asked again, “Captain Wu, do you have a girlfriend? If you don’t, I can introduce you 

to someone.” ” 

 

“”Thank you, there’s no need.”Ye Han directly rejected. ” 

 

No need? 

 

“The head guard smiled and said, “Which man doesn’t need a woman? Brother, don’t tell me you have 

someone in mind?” ” 

 

Ye Han didn’t say anything. 

 

“Knowing ye Han’s character, the head guard didn’t say anything more. When he walked to Ye Han’s 

side, he looked around to see that there was no one around, he lowered his voice and said, “Brother, do 

you think the eldest miss is deliberately targeting you! She always lets you stand in the strong acid rain? 

If this continues, even if your body is made of iron, it will be corroded.” ” 



 

The guard captain really couldn’t hold it in anymore. 

 

“He and ye Han shared the same changing room. Every time ye Han changed his clothes, he could clearly 

see the traces of corrosion on Ye Han’s body from the strong acid rain. ” 

 

“Different from all living things in changyue, humans originated from Earth. Although they had lived in 

changyue for a long time, they were still unable to adapt to the strong acid rain. It didn’t matter if they 

were drenched occasionally, but if they were frequently like this.., their bodies would collapse sooner or 

later! ” 

 

The Way Qiu di treated Ye Han was no different from deliberately making things difficult for him. 

 

“However, Ye Han was still extremely loyal to Qiu Di. ” 

 

“Hearing this, Ye Han frowned slightly. He took out the emei thorn hidden at his waist and pressed it 

against the guard’s neck. “Who told you to slander the eldest miss?” ” 
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Slander? 

 

He was slander the autumn flute? 

 

“The guard captain never expected ye Han to say this, much less that not only did ye Han not thank him, 

he even pointed his weapon at him! ” 

 

Ye Han was treating him as an enemy. 

 



The guard captain was speechless. How could there be someone like ye Han in this world. 

 

He didn’t know what was good for him! 

 

“He reminded Ye Han with good intentions, but ye Han treated him like this. ” 

 

He was mentally ill. 

 

He really deserved to be targeted by autumn flute. 

 

“”Brother, don’t be so agitated. I didn’t mean that…” ” 

 

“Ye Han’s eyes revealed a fierce light, and he looked somewhat sinister. “Apologize to the eldest miss.” ” 

 

“To Ye Han, autumn flute was the most important person in this world. ” 

 

He absolutely wouldn’t allow anyone to slander autumn flute. 

 

The autumn flute letting him get caught in the rain definitely had her intentions! 

 

“The guard captain held his breath and wanted to directly beat ye Han to death. However, he could not 

defeat ye Han, so he could only say, “Good, good, good. Brother, I’ll apologize right away, apologize 

right away! Don’t be agitated, don’t be agitated.” ” 

 

“Although the emei spike was a relatively ancient weapon, ye Han had played with such an ancient 

weapon to perfection. ” 

 

The slightest carelessness would cause one’s soul to return to their hometown. 

 



“Seeing the guard apologize to autumn flute with his own eyes, Ye Han was finally satisfied. He 

continued, “If I hear it a second time, don’t blame me for being merciless.” ” 

 

“After saying this, Ye Han turned around and left. ” 

 

The guard looked at Ye Han with a speechless expression. 

 

“Only when Ye Han’s figure couldn’t be seen in the air did he say somewhat speechlessly, “There’s 

something wrong with your brain!” ” 

 

“After changing his clothes and walking out of the changing room, the head guard was still very 

speechless. ” 

 

“At this moment, the head guard of Area C walked up to him. Seeing Xu Qian like this, he asked with a 

smile, “Brother Xu, What’s Wrong? You look like you want to fight?” ” 

 

“Xu Qian just happened to be full of bitterness and did not say anything. He put his arm around Zhou 

Wei’s shoulder and said in a low voice, “I suspect that there’s something wrong with Wu Han’s head.” ” 

 

“What do you mean?”Zhou Wei asked curiously. 

 

Xu Qian told Zhou Wei about what he had just experienced. 

 

“Hearing that, Zhou Wei’s face was also filled with disbelief. ” 

 

“”It seems that not only is he sick, but he’s also quite sick.”Speaking up to this point, Zhou Wei paused, 

then he said, “Maybe he has masochism. “Actually, I’ve long noticed that there’s something wrong with 

him. You See, his ability isn’t low. He could have carried the load by himself, but he didn’t do anything! 

“He’s willing to follow the eldest miss and silently give up!” ” 

 

One had to know that ye Han was an existence that challenged a level three armored beast by himself. 

 



“In the entire changyue country, other than ye Han, there was probably no one else who had the ability 

to do so. ” 

 

“Xu Qian continued, “In that case, is he secretly in love with the eldest miss?”Only someone who truly 

loved someone would be willing to give up unconditionally. ” 

 

“According to Ye Han’s performance, he was most likely secretly in love with Qiu Di. ” 

 

“Zhou Wei shook his head. “Based on my experience, it doesn’t seem like it.” ” 

 

“How do you know?”Xu Qian teased. 

 

“”I’m serious,”Zhou Wei analyzed. “It’s impossible to hide the gaze of someone you like. Wu Han only 

looks at Miss Qiu di with respect. He doesn’t like her, much less love her.” ” 

 

That’s right. 

 

There was only respect. 

 

“As someone who had been through this, Zhou Wei could tell that ye Han did not love autumn flute. ” 

 

“Xu Qian had never been in a relationship before, nor had he liked anyone. He was a steel-like straight 

man. He continued, “Are you serious? Can you tell from the look in his eyes that he likes her?” ” 

 

It seemed a little uncertain. 

 

“”You’ll understand when you truly put your heart and soul into liking someone,”Zhou Wei said. ” 

 

“Xu Qian nodded and continued, “That’s even stranger. You said that Wu Han doesn’t like miss, so why 

should he treat her so well?” ” 



 

Ye Han following behind the autumn flute was simply overusing his talents! 

 

“Zhou Wei shook his head. “There’s always room for error. Unless Wu Han says it himself, outsiders like 

us won’t be able to guess Wu Han’s intentions.”They just felt indignant for ye Han, ye Han didn’t have to 

stay at the autumn flute to suffer. ” 

 

“A person who could destroy a level three armored beast on his own, what a pity! ” 

 

“The two of them chatted as they walked, their words filled with pity for ye Han. ” 

 

On the other side. 

 

Ye Han changed his clothes and returned to his residence. 

 

His residence was very simple. 

 

Two bedrooms and a living room. 

 

There was no furniture in the bedroom other than a bed. 

 

“Ye Han stood in the living room, his temple suddenly felt a little swollen and painful. ” 

 

“These days, he felt that something was wrong with him, but he did not know what was wrong with him. 

” 

 

“Just then, the communication device rang. ” 
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“The assistant’s voice came from the other side, “Captain Wu, Miss wants you to go over immediately.” 

” 

 

“”Okay, ask miss to wait for a moment.”After hanging up the communication device, Ye Han 

immediately prepared to set off. ” 

 

Even if he hadn’t eaten a drop of water at his current position. 

 

“No matter what happened, it was not as important as autumn flute’s matter. ” 

 

“To Ye Han, the autumn flute was the most important person in his life. ” 

 

That feeling was like a person in his mind constantly reminding her that she had to obey the autumn 

flute’s orders unconditionally. 

 

“In short, that feeling was very strange. ” 

 

“Ye Han didn’t think too much about it. After leaving his residence, he boarded the aircraft and hurried 

over to the autumn flute. ” 

 

… 

 

“On the other side, on the great prairie. ” 

 

“Cen Shaoqing and ye Zao sat on the sleigh, pulled by seven or eight Huskies, and leisurely galloped on 

the great prairie. ” 

 

“In winter, the great prairie was filled with a vast expanse of whiteness. The snowy sky was the same 

color. Looking from afar, it was very spectacular! ” 



 

“Occasionally, a few silly roe deers would gallop across the snowy ground. ” 

 

“There were also a few brave silly roe deers that even chased after the sleigh. They stared at Cen 

Shaoqing and ye Zao with their big watery eyes and tilted their cute heads. They sized up Cen Shaoqing 

and ye Zao sitting on the sleigh, their eyes filled with curiosity. ” 

 

“Ye Zao turned around and looked at those foolish roe deers. He smiled and said, “Look at these foolish 

Roe Deers! Fortunately, they are protected animals. Otherwise, they would have been extinct by now.” ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing held ye Zao’s hand and opened his thin lips. “Did you learn a text when you were young?” 

 

“What text?”Ye Zao asked. 

 

“CEN Shaoqing said, “Beating roe deers and ladling fish.” ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo smiled and said, “I learned it, but I didn’t understand it at that time.” ” 

 

“At that time, she was still wondering how many gowns and fish there were before she could beat them 

with sticks and scoop them up with a ladle? The author must have been more or less virtual. ” 

 

“Now, it seemed that the author didn’t use virtual techniques or exaggerated techniques. ” 

 

“Now, even silly roe deers dared to chase people like this. Many years ago, silly roe deers must have 

been even dumber. ” 

 

“CEN Shaoqing continued, “A creature like the robe relies on its intelligence to turn itself into a 

protected animal.”When hunters carry guns, ah, when hunting, normal small animals would run away, 

but not only would the silly roe deer not run, instead, you have to stop and join the fun. ” 

 

“Because, silly roe deer less and less, and finally reduced to a protected animal. ” 



 

“Ye Zhuo then said:”then ladle fish said 

 

“You’ll know when I take you to a place.”Cen Shaoqing controlled the direction and drove the sleigh in 

another direction. 

 

“Soon, the two of them arrived at a natural lake. ” 

 

“Although the grassland was covered with a thick layer of snow, the surface of the lake was sparkling 

and did not freeze. ” 

 

“Different from streams or pools, the lake water on the grassland was made of blue tiles. It was 

especially beautiful, especially when it was set off by the surrounding white snow! ” 

 

“Give me your hand.”Cen Shaoqing got out of the car first and handed his hand to ye Zao. Ye Zao put his 

hand on his palm. 

 

The two of them got out of the sleigh together and came to the lakeside. 

 

“Looking at it, Ye Zao was surprised to find that the lakeside was full of herring. ” 

 

“Instantly, ye Zao seemed to see pickled fish, boiled fish, and braised fish waving at him. ” 

 

“Moreover, if this kind of cold fish was made into pickled fish, it would have a different flavor. ” 

 

It would definitely be super delicious. 

 

“Thinking of the delicious fish meat, ye Zao could not help but swallow his throat. ” 

 



“Seeing her like this, Cen Shaoqing’s thin lips curled up into a faint arc. “Leader, dispel your thoughts as 

soon as possible?” ” 

 

“Do you know what I have in mind?”Ye Zao asked. 

 

“CEN shaoqing said, “Sauerkraut fish, boiled fish, braised fish, steamed fish, yes or no?” ” 

 

“”Yes.”Ye Zhuo rolled up his sleeves. “Since you know what I have in mind, what are you waiting for? 

Hurry up and do it!” ” 

 

“There were so many delicious fish. If he missed it, he would never have the chance again. ” 

 

“You can’t eat the fish here.”Cen Shaoqing looked back calmly. 

 

Ye Zhuo frowned slightly. “Why?” 

 

“CEN Shaoqing continued, “Do you know about water burials?” ” 

 

Water burials? 

 

“After being stunned for a moment, ye Zhuo finally reacted. He pointed at the fish by the lake and said 

in disbelief, “You mean, these fish are all…”the rest of his words were self-evident. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing nodded lightly. “Yes.” 

 

“How could this be?”Ye Zhuo frowned slightly. 

 

“CEN Shaoqing continued, “Because of this, very few people on the grassland eat fish.”Not only did they 

not eat fish, but fish was also a sacred object to them. ” 


